
5.1 LASER: 

5.1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 The term “laser” is an acronym for (L)ight (A)mplification by (S)timulated (E)mission of 

(R)adiation. Lasers are devices that produce intense beams of light which are monochromatic, 

coherent, and highly collimated. The wavelength (color) of laser light is extremely pure 

(monochromatic) when compared to other sources of light, and all of the photons (energy) that make up 

the laser beam have a fixed phase relationship (coherence) with respect to one another. Light from a 

laser typically has very low divergence. It can travel over great distances or can be focused to a very 

small spot with a brightness which exceeds that of the sun. Because of these properties, lasers are used 

in a wide variety of applications in all walks of life. The basic operating principles of the laser were put 

forth by Charles Townes and Arthur Schalow from the Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1958, and the 

first actual laser, based on a pink ruby crystal, was demonstrated in 1960 by Theodor Maiman at 

Hughes Research Laboratories. Since that time, literally thousands of lasers have been invented 

(including the edible “Jello” laser), but only a much smaller number have found practical applications 

in scientific, industrial, commercial, and military applications. The helium neon laser (the first 

continuous-wave laser), the semiconductor diode laser, and air-cooled ion lasers have found broad 

OEM application. In recent years the use of diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) lasers in OEM 

applications has been growing rapidly.  

5.1.2 ABSORPTION, SPONTANEOUS AND STIMULATED 

EMISSION 

    Absorption and emissions are the method of interaction of light with matter. Whenever a radiation 

with suitable frequency (must be greater than the threshold frequency ) is incident on a matter it will be 

absorbed by the electrons of the lower energy level E1 and the electrons become excited after 

absorption and make a transition to the higher energy level E2 following the equation  E2-E1=hγ. This 

process is called absorption of light. In general, when an electron is in an excited energy state, it must 

eventually decay to a lower level, giving off a photon of radiation. This event is called “spontaneous 

emission,” and the photon is emitted in a random direction and a random phase. The average time it 

takes for the electron to decay is called the time constant for spontaneous 
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Emission as described in fig. 1a. On the other hand, if an electron is in energy state E2, and its decay 

path is to E1, but, before it has a chance to spontaneously decay, a photon happens to pass by, there is a 

probability that the passing photon will cause the electron to decay in such a manner that a photon is 

emitted at exactly the same wavelength, in exactly the same direction, and with exactly the same phase 

as the passing photon. This process is called “stimulated emission” as shown in fig. 1b. Now consider a 

group of atom all begin  in exactly the same excited state, and most are effectively within the 

stimulation range of a passing photon. We also will assume that life time τ is very long, and that the 

probability for stimulated emission is 100 percent. The incoming (stimulating) photon interacts with 

the first atom, causing stimulated emission of a coherent photon; these two photons then interact with 

the next two atoms in line, and the result is four coherent photons, on down the line. At the end of the 

process, we will have eleven coherent photons, all with identical phases and all traveling in the same 

direction. In other words, the initial photon has been “amplified” by a factor of eleven. Note that the 



energy to put these atoms in excited states is provided externally by some energy source which is 

usually referred to as the “pump” source. Of course, in any real population of atoms, the probability for 

stimulated emission is quite small. Furthermore, not all of the atoms are usually in an excited state; in 

fact, the opposite is true. Boltzmann’s principle, a fundamental law of thermodynamics, states that, 

when a collection of atoms is at thermal equilibrium, the relative population of any two energy levels is 

given by N2 ̸ N1=exp (E2-E1)/KT where N2 and N1 are the populations of the upper and lower energy 

states, respectively, T is the equilibrium temperature, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. 

 


